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STEVEN BLOOM, ANITA TABACCO VIGNATI AND MARCO VIGNATI

(Communicated by Paul S. Muhly)

ABSTRACT. We apply the complex method of interpolation to families of

infinite-dimensional, separable Hubert spaces, and obtain a detailed descrip-

tion of the structure of the interpolation spaces, by means of a unique "ex-

tremal" operator-valued, analytic function.

We use these interpolation techniques to give a different proof, under weaker

assumptions, of a theorem of A. Devinatz concerning the factorization of pos-

itive, infinite-rank, operator-valued functions.

Introduction. In this paper we apply the complex method of interpolation for

families of Banach spaces, introduced by R. Coifman, M. Cwikel, R. Rochberg, Y.

Sagher and G. Weiss, to the case when the boundary spaces are infinite dimensional,

separable Hubert spaces.

We show that all the "good" properties true for families of finite-dimensional

Banach spaces (see [CCRSW1]) hold also in this case. It is possible to describe the

Hilbert space structure of the interpolation spaces by means of a unique, analytic,

operator-valued function. This provides a different proof of Devinatz' theorem for

the factorization of positive operators.

In §3 we give two applications. The first is an interpolation theorem for analytic

families of linear operators; the second is a characterization of the intermediate

spaces when the boundary family is given by Schatten ideals of operators acting on

a varying family of Hilbert spaces.

The results contained in this paper are part of the last author's doctoral dis-

sertation [Vi]. We are very grateful to Professors Richard Rochberg and Guido

Weiss for introducing us to the subject, and for the help given during the research

at Washington University.

1. The construction of the interpolation spaces. Let 22 be a separable

Hilbert space, with inner product (•, ■)# and norm || • \\H, and let B(H) he the

algebra of all bounded, linear maps from H to itself.

If D denotes the open unit disk in the complex plane, and dD is its boundary,

we let M: dD —» B(H) be a weakly-measurable function (i.e. (M(-)x,y)u is mea-

surable for every x,y E H), taking values in the set of positive, invertible elements

of B(H). In the following we shall identify the sets dD and T = [0,27r), and the

points d ET and eiê E dD.

To each ê ET we assign a Hilbert space He,o = 22^ = (H, (•, ■),?), where

(1.1) (x,y)v = (M(elê)x,y)H,        x,y E H.
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The norm | • |^ of H$ satisfies

(1.2) fci wii • n* < i • i« < *>wn • lu,
where fci(tf) = [[M'1^)^1/2 and k2(ti) = \\M{é*)\\li2. We shall assume

(1.3) log+ ||M||, log+ \\M~l\\ E Ll(dD).

By H2(D; H) we denote the class of all functions F : D —> H of the form F(z) =

E~=o hnzn, where hnEH,zED, and £~=0 IIMI* < °o.

In [Hof] it is shown that these functions are analytic, the nontangential boundary

values F(e^) exist a.e. on dD, and

(1.4) ||F|r=   Sup   \( \\F(re^)\\2Hf-
0<r<l Ut Z7r

1/2

Mm|2   **

l 11^)«^
-,1/2

< OO.

The space (H2(D; 22), || • ||A) is a Hilbert space, with inner product given by

M
' 2-k'

If

(1.5) (F,G}S3=JTiF{ei«),G{ei*))H,]

/i2(t?) =

2tt 1 - ze"^

we construct the outer function Wi(z) = exp fT\ogki(i))hz(d)d'd, and then define

the space H2(D;H) of all the analytic functions F: D —> H such that ||F||A =

||Wi2r'||A < oo. Every function in Hf(D;H) has nontangential boundary values

a.e. on dD, and this allows us to define the space

Hi = H2#(D; 22) = \f: D -> H; F E %{D;B),J\F(e»)\lj£ < oo} .

For each z E D we introduce in 22# the inner product

(1.6) (F,G)~2    = [ (F(eli)),G(e^)UPMdê,
"*.'     Jt

where Pz(d) = Rehz(fî).  It is easily seen that each H#    = (22^, (■,-)~2   ) is a

Hubert space, and we denote its norm by ||-||z. Moreover, if Nz denotes the subspace

of Hi z consisting of those functions vanishing at z, Nz is a closed subspace of H\ z.

We can now define the interpolation space associated with the family {H$}. At

each z E D the space Hz is defined to be the set of all the equivalence classes in

Hi Z/Nz, endowed with the coset norm | • \z. Every Hz is then a Hilbert space.

An equivalence class [F] is characterized by the value F(z) E H. Conversely, if

h E H, the function FZth(w) = W2(z)h/W2(w), where

W2(w) =exp / logk2(d)hw(ê)dê,
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belongs to H^ z and has value h at w = z.   Thus, the elements of 222 can be

identified with those of H, and

(1.7) \h\z = lnî{\\F\\z; F E H2^z, F(z) = h}.

LEMMA 1.8.   Every Hilbert space Hz is equivalent to H, with

\Wi(z)\\\-\\H<\-\z<\W2(z)[[\-\[H.

PROOF.   The use of the function Fz<h introduced above shows the second in-

equality. Indeed,

|Ä|, < \Wz,h\\z = (f \Fz,h{e^)\lPz{â)du\

<\Wi{z)\(J\\h\\2HPe{d)dA      =\W3{z)\)\h\\H.

In order to prove the first inequality we recall a result of E. Vesentini [Ves], stating

that if F: D —► H is analytic, then log||F()|| is subharmonic in D.   Thus, for

F E H\z,

\\F{z)\\H <exp / \og[[F(e»)\[HPz({>)dv>
Jt

< expj log [k^(ê)\F(e*d)\»\ Pz(§)dd

= [Wi^r1 exp J log\F(elâ)UPz(ti)du'

which proves the lemma.    D

The next result shows that more can be said about (1.7).

LEMMA 1.9. If z E D and h E H, there exists a unique extremal function

Gzji € H#z satisfying

(a) Gz,h{z) = h;

(b) \h\z = ||G|U = \Gz,h{ei0)\¿ a.e. on dD.

PROOF. The infimum in (1.7) is taken over all the elements F in the equivalence

class [FZth] = Fz<n + Nz. This is a closed, convex subset of H# z, and thus it has a

unique element GZth with minimal norm. If <p{w) = exp/T log\Gz,h(el,â)\dhw(ê)de

and \p(w) = tp(z)Gz,h(w)/tp(w), then *p E Hlz, rp(z) = h and

\h\z<WU=(JT W)\%PZ{*)dd\

= \tp(z)\=expj \og\Gz,h{¿*)\aPz{0)d0

< \\Gz,h\\z = \h\z.
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Thus \h\z = \\ip\\z; the uniqueness of the extremal function implies that GZth(w) —

ipiw) in D, and so |G,,Ä(eitf)|tf = Me")]* = \tp(z)\ = \h[z.    D

REMARK. Since H^., is a Hilbert space, the extremal function GZyh can be

realized as the image Hz(Fz<n) of Fz<n under the projection Tiz of Hi z onto the

orthogonal complement (N^1- of Nz.

THEOREM l. 10. There exists a unique operator-valued function A: D x D —<■

B(H) such that A(w, z)h = Gz¡fl(w) Ww E D.

PROOF. The map h —* GZth(w) is the composition of the map h —> Fz^ and of

nz. Since both are linear maps, the theorem is proved.    □

2. The Hilbert space structure of Hz. A more detailed study of the operator

A introduced in Theorem 1.10 will enable us to describe the structure of the spaces

Hz.

Lemma 2.1. If z e D, (Nq)1- c (N^1-.

PROOF. Let g ENZ, and define

Wi(w)h(w) = J Wi(e")g(e")Pz(e)Pw(u)dß.

In order to show that h E H2(D;H) we have only to prove that Wih is analytic.

For n a nonnegative integer we have

(Wxh)A(-n) = [ Wi(elê)h(elê)emê^-
Jt 2ir

= í W1{e")g{e")Pz{ú)einaP:
Jt ¿7r

Since Wi(w)g(w) and wn are analytic, the last integral equals (l/2n)Wi(z)g(z)zn —

0. Thus h E Hl(D;H), and since h(elê) = g(e")Pz(ê) we obtain h E H^q. Also,'

and so h E N0. Ii f E (Nq)-1, we have

(/,<?)£,    = [(f{ei*),g{ei*)UPz{ú)dú = 2*{f,h)Sa    =0.

Thus, / E (Nz)-1 and the proof is complete.    D

THEOREM  2.2.   Ifz,W,ÇED:
(a) A(z,w) = A(z,i)A(t],w);

(h)A(z,w) = [A(w,z)}-1;

(c) A(w,z) is analytic in both w and z.

PROOF, (i) We first prove (a) for w = 0. If h E H and k = A(£,0)h, the
extremal functions Go,/» and G^:k coincides at £, and so their difference belongs to

N,:. Also, G0,h E (Nq)1- C (Nç)1- and G€>* E (N^)1. Thus G0,h(z) = Gi¡k(z) in

D, and this implies

A(z, 0)h = G0,h(z) = Gitk(z) = A(z, Ç)k = A(z, Ç)A{(, 0)h

which proves (i).
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(ii) A(z, z) = I for every z E D follows from the definition of A.

(iii) Setting z = 0 in (i) we get 2 = A(0, f)A(£,0).

(iv) Letting S(Ç) = A(£,0)A(0, £), it is immediate to see that every S(Ç) is a

projection. Moreover, if S (il) h = 0, postmultiplication by A(0, f) and (iii) show

that h = 0; thus, S(Ç) = I, which implies that A(0, f) and A_1(c;,0) are inverses

of each other.

(v) From (i) and (iv) it follows that A(z,Ç) = A(z,0)A(0,0-

(vi) From (v) and (iii) we obtain (a) for the general case.

(vii) Part (b) follows from (ii).

(viii) The analyticity of A(w,z) = A(w,0)A(0,z) with respect to w follows from

the definition of A. So, it is sufficient to show that [A(z, 0)]_1 is analytic in a

neighborhood of z = 0. Obviously, A(z,0) = I + zB(z) where B is analytic; the

subharmonicity of HWiGn./iH/i shows that ||A(z,0)||s(^) < c if |z| < £, and so we

can write [A(z, 0)]_1 = 2 — zB(z) + z2B2(z) + ■ ■ ■ which completes the proof.    D

We now set A(z) = A(z,0), and this enables us to factor the function A(w,z)

as the product A(w)A~l(z) of two analytic factors, each one depending on only

one variable, one the inverse of the other. This factorization is unique, up to right

multiplication by a constant, invertible operator.

From Lemma 1.9(b) we have, for a.e. d,

\h\2z = \A(e",z)h[2

= (A(ei*)A-1(z)h,A(el»)A-1(z)h)o

= (M(eld)A(elû)A-l(z)h,A(elû)A-1(z)h)H

= ([A*(elû)M(el*)A(elê)]A-1(z)h,A-1(z)h)H

which shows that A* M A is a positive operator, constant a.e. on dD.   Setting

Q2 = A*MA, and denoting by Q its unique positive square root, we obtain

(2.3) M(elé) = [QA-1(e"?)nQA-1(e"')].

REMARK. The existence of the (strong) nontangential limits A(etê) and

A~1(e"'), and the fact that they are inverses of each other, are not obvious; we

prefer to avoid entering into the details, which can be found in [Dev],

Letting <j>(z) = QA~l(z) we obtain

THEOREM 2.4. If M: dD —+ B(H) is weakly-measurable, with values in the

set of positive, invertible operators, andiog+ \\m\\, log+ ||M_1|| are integrable, there

exists a unique <p: D —» B(H) such that:

(a) <t> is analytic, invertible and <p~x is analytic;

(b) lim^e^ 4>*(z)çb(z) = M(eiú) a.e.;

(c) 0(0) > 0.
Moreover, if z E D and h,k E H :

(d) (h,k)z = (cp(z)h,cp(z)k)H;

(e) \h\z = U(z)h\[H;

(f) limí_eií ]h\z = \h\# a.e.

PROOF. Having proved Theorem 2.2 and (2.3), we only have to show the unique-

ness of </>, and part (d). If ip(z) satisfies (a), (b), (c), let U(z) — ip(z)<p~x(z). Then

U is analytic, invertible and U~l is analytic.   Moreover U*(elú)U(e") = I, and
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so U(el'ä) is unitary a.e. on dD. We shall show that U(z) = 2. From the subhar-

monicity of log ||î7(z)I|b(jï) and log [\U~l(z)\\B<H) it follows that ||î/(z)||b(jï) = 1;

thus U(z) is unitary for every z E D. Since V>(0) > 0, the uniqueness of its polar

decomposition yields ¿7(0) = 1. For x E H, let f(z) = (U(z)x,x)h; f is analytic in

D, /(0) = [\x[\2H, and |/(e">)| < \\x\\2H. Thus {U(z)x,x)H = f{z) = (x,x)h, and so

U(z) = 1.

To prove (d) we recall that the spaces Hz and Hi Z/Nz are isometric. Thus

(h,k)z - (GZih,Gz,k)fi2
#,«

= [ {Gz,ki^),Gz,kie")^Pz{â)d&

= [(A*(eli))M(ele)A(ele)A-1(z)h,A~\z)k)HPz(ß)de

= (Q2A-1(zh,A~1(z)k)H = (4>(z)h,(p(z)k)H.    D

COROLLARY 2.5. If F: D —+ H is analytic, then \og\F(z)\z is subharmonic in

D.

PROOF. [F(z)\z = \\4>(z)F(z)\\H, and we apply Vesentini's result.     D

We now extend the result obtained in Lemma 1.9(b) to the points in the interior

of D.

LEMMA 2.6. Let F: D -* H be analytic. Then F(w) = A(w,z)F(z) for every

w, z E D if and only if \F(w)\w = const in D.

PROOF. If F(w) = A(w, z)F(z), then F(w) = Gz,F(z) (w), and so

\F(w)\w = \GZtF{z)(w)\w = \A(w)A~1(z)F(z)\w

= \<j>-1(w)<P(z)F(z)\w

= \\<t>(z)F(z)]\H = \F(z)\z    for every w E D.

Conversely, if \F(w)\w is constant in D, F E Hi z and [\F[\Z = \F(z)[z. Thus F is

extremal for F(z) at w = z, and the proof is complete.    D

REMARK. Let f2 be a simply connected domain, whose closure U is contained in

D, and whose boundary dû is a rectifiable, simple closed curve. The family {Ka},

a E dû, defined by Ka = Ha, is an interpolation family of Hilbert spaces (see

Lemma 1.8). A natural question one can ask is what kind of relations there are

between the spaces Kz and Hz, z E f2. A straightforward application of Lemma

2.6 then yields the Reiteration Property, i.e. Kz — Hz for every z E fi.

3. Applications. The first application that we describe involves families of lin-

ear operators. Let {H$} and {2C#} be families of Hilbert spaces as those described

in §1, generated by H and K respectively. Let {Tw}, w E D, be a family of linear

operators from H to K. We say that {Tw} is an admissible analytic family if:

(i) for every h E H, Twh is analytic in D and limj,^.^ Twh = TeiVh a.e.;

(ii) \Te^h\K^ < v(ei^)\h\H^, a.e. for every hEH, and log+ n E Ll(dD).

THEOREM 3.1. If {Tw} is an admissible analytic family of linear operators

mapping H into K, then Tw: H —> Kw is continuous, and its norm is bounded by

n(w) =expfT log n(eié)Pw(-d) dß.
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PROOF. Let h E H and A(w, z)h be the extremal function of h at z E D, with

respect to the family {Hw}. Since Tw is linear, the function w —► Tw(A(w,z)) is

analytic in D. So, using Corollary 2.5

\Tzh\Kz = \TzA(z,z)h\K,

< exp f log\Te,^A(e^,z)h\K^Pz(tp)dp
Jt

< exp [ log[r,(e^)\A(e^,z)h\H„}Pz(tp)dv
Jt

= n(z)\h\Hz.    D

As a second application, we characterize the interpolation spaces obtained using

the complex method for families of Banach spaces (see [CCRSW2]) when the

boundary spaces are Schatten ideals associated with a family of varying Hilbert

spaces {H$} of the type described above.

The interpolation spaces obtained from a family {A#} at z E D is denoted by

{A0} [2]. For the definition and the main properties of the Schatten ideals we refer

to [GK],

By N+(D; B(H)) we denote the class of those functions F: D —> B(H) such that

(F(z)x,y)n E N+(D) for every x, y E H, where N+(D) denotes the "Nevanlinna-

plus" class of functions on D (see [Dur]).

THEOREM 3.2. If p: dD —* [l,co] is measurable, and {H^} is the family of

Hilbert spaces described by (1.1), then

{Sp(e¡tf)(22tf)}[ar] = Sp^z)(Hz),

where l/p(z) = fT[l/p(el*)]Pz(d) da.

PROOF. From Theorem 2.4 it follows that the sequence {<Pj}f is an orthonormal

basis for H if and only if {<Pj(z) = {<¡>~1(z)tpj} is an orthonormal basis for Hz.

If S E B(H) is compact, it can be represented as S — J27Li sj(S)(-,'Pj)h'4>j,

where {<pj}, {ipj} are orthonormal sequences in H, and {s^(5)} is the sequence of

the singular numbers of S. Then

CO

cj>-ï(z)S<p(z) = Yàs](S)(;^(z))ztP](z)

3 = 1

and the computation of \<p~l(z)S<p(z)\ shows that the sequence of the singular

numbers of <p~1S(p with respect to the space Hz is still given by {sj(5)}. Thus

(3-3) \[S\\Sp{H) = U-1(z)Sçi(z)\\Sp{Hz).

First, we shall show that {Sp(e„>)(22,?)}[2] —» SP(Z)(HZ) is a norm-decreasing em-

bedding. From the construction of the interpolation spaces (see [CCRSW2]), it

is equivalent to showing that if F€ N+(D;B(H)), \\F(eiê)\\Sp e,ö)(22ö) < N(e")

a.e. and log+ N E Lx(dD), then z —► log ||F(2)||s ,z)(h1) IS subharmonic in D.

If p(z) is constant in D, (3.3) and Vesentini's result imply that this is indeed the

case, lip(z) is not constant in D, we have 1 < p(z) < 00 for every z E D. Let A be a

finite-rank operator; we can find two orthonormal bases {tp3}, {tpj} for H such that

A = E"=i Sj(A)(;tpj)H^j- We also assume that ||A||Sl(/i) = E"=i Sj(A) = 1.
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Let zq E D, p(l — \zq\ and z(ê) = zq + pelê; we denote by q(z) the conjugate

index to p(z), and by a(z), b(z) the analytic functions whose real parts are l/p(z),

l/q(z) respectively, and such that ü(zq), b(zo) are real numbers.

We define the operators

A, = ¿>-(A)*w(-,Pi>j¡rlfr
3 = 1

and
n

Az(z) = <t>-l(z) ■ Az ■ cp(z) = J] S](A)b^(;tp3(z))z^(z).

3 = 1

Then

\Aziz)\ = f2sM)1-q('){;PÁ^))z<PÁ^
3 = 1

and so

(3-4) ll¿*(*)lls,(,,(if.)=(Í>(¿)

If
OO

f(z) = TrHi F(z) ■ Az(z) = £ Sj(A)fe^(0(2) • F(z) • ̂ (a^-,^)*,

3 = 1

where TrS denotes the trace of the operator S, then / belongs to N+(D), and so

log|/(z)| is subharmonic. This implies

log |/(^)| < /log |/(*W)|g

= /k>g|'&H.wli,(«W)-i4,w(*W)|^

< jT\og\\F(z(d))Azm(z(d))\\SAH,w)^

< j^og\\F(z(d))\\Sp{zW){Hzw)d^.

We now take the supremum over all operators A, and the last inequality can be

rewritten as

log||F(2o)IUp(,o)(^0)</Tlog||F(,0 + pe^)||Sp(io^,,)(^o+^)^,

which proves the desired inclusion.

In order to show the second part of the theorem, we consider

n

A = Y^S^A^'^^Z0))zo->Pj(Z0),
3 = 1

i/</<>z)

= 1.
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with ||A||s ,z)(hz) = L where {^(^o)}, {^'(^o)} are orthonormal bases in 22^.

Letting tpj = 4>(zo)tpj(z0), tpj = <p(z0)ipj(z0), tpj(z) = (p~1(z)<pJ, ip3(z) =

(¡>~l(z)%¡3j, B = E"=1 Sj(A)p(2°)(-, tpj)Htpj, and a(z) as before, we can define

n

F(z) = rl(z)B4>(z) = J2s3{Ä)"^a{z)(;<pJ(z))z^(z),

3 = 1

which is analytic, and F(zq) = A. Moreover,

¿>(A)^M = 1.

This implies that the norm of A in the space {Sprei9-)(H*)}[z] is not larger than 1.

Using a density argument, we obtain the proof.    D

4. Factorization of operators. The following problem is of relevant interest

in prediction theory: given a function M on dD, we want to factor it as product

of particular factors defined on D.

For scalar-valued functions this goes back to a famous theorem of G. Szegö [Szj:

THEOREM 4.1. Let M : dD -» [0, oo] be measurable; then A^e"3) = 0(e">)</>(e"')

a.e. on dD, where cp E H2(D), if and only if M and log M are integrable. The so-

lution is unique if we require

0(O)=exp|logM(e^)^,

and it is given by

4>(z) = exp i f log M(ei,a)hz(ê) de.    D
2 Jt

The multidimensional version of the problem requries us to factor a positive

definite, n x n matrix-valued function M as 4>*(elû)<p(elê), where <j>(z) is invertible

in D and has entries in H2(D). The solution to this problem was obtained by N.

Wiener and P. Masani [WiMa] and, following a different approach, by H. Helson

and D. Lowdenslager [HeLo]. A third, different proof can be found in [CCRSW1],

as a corollary of the interpolation results for families of finite-dimensional Banach

spaces.

The infinite-dimensional version of the problem, where M takes values in the

set of positive, invertible, bounded operators acting on a separable Hilbert space

H, has been solved by A. Devinatz [Dev] under the assumptions that ||M|| and

||logM|| are integrable.

The factorization result that we obtain (Theorem 2.4(a), (b), (c)) is an equivalent

statement of Devinatz' theorem, under weaker assumptions.
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